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Savor

2013-09-27

savor the moment cause it just might be your last newly married and trying to keep the
romance flowing along with the wine billie and handel find themselves knee deep in another
mystery defending a wealthy san francisco businessman against capital murder handel
soon discovers that media attention brings more than fame and fortune when billie s life is
threatened and someone starts vandalizing winery property he believes it s connected to
the case across the vineyard margaret has problems of her own davy s italian
grandfather comes to town and starts right in where his son left off throwing the
weight of his money around and using the rash of vandalism as a weapon he tries to prove
that davy would be safer and better off living with him in italy romance is in the air at
the fredrickson winery this summer sip a glass of sangria and fall in love with the
characters all over again

Crushed

2011-03-08

creating the perfect wine can sometimes be murder when adam fredrickson shows up at his
sister s california winery footloose and carefree looking for a temporary job and a
chance to play his music he doesn t expect to find the winery struggling financially or
that the girl next door might just be the girl of his dreams margaret parker a single mom
newly hired as chief winemaker at fredrickson s finds her simple world put to the test
when her father is unexpectedly released from prison and the man who got her pregnant at
fifteen shows up from italy wanting to play daddy nine years too late it s crush time at
fredrickson winery and everyone is working feverishly to get the grapes in and ensure a
great vintage no one expects murder to be part of the joyous harvest season

Entangled

2010-08-13

one lost summer is time best left forgotten when minneapolis attorney billie fredrickson
inherits her uncle s small california winery she has no intention of actually moving to
the west coast and starting a new life her only thought is to get it off her hands as
quickly as possible but her return to the winery after an absence of twenty years opens
up more than the reading of her uncle s will childhood memories long buried begin to
surface prompting questions that no one is able or willing to answer a late night
prowler a break in at the winery and an unearthed box of shocking photographs is
someone s way of pulling the welcome mat out from under billie s feet but it only makes
her dig her heels in deeper secrets lie buried beneath fredrickson winery s innocent facade
and billie intends to get to the root but disturbing the past lays bare the skeletons of
others including her mother s can she live with the consequences of full disclosure or
will she run home where everyone is minnesota nice
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Savor

2013-09

savor the moment cause it just might be your last newly married billie and handel find
themselves knee deep in another mystery defending a wealthy san francisco businessman
against capital murder charges handel soon discovers that media attention brings more
than fame and fortune when billie s life is threatened he believes it s connected to the case
and he ll do whatever it takes to keep her safe across the vineyard margaret has
problems of her own davy s italian grandfather is in town and starts right in where his
son left off throwing the weight of his money around he intends to prove that davy
would be better off living with him in italy to complicate things further billie and adam s
mom flies in from minnesota and starts dating the man who is making margaret s life
miserable romance is in the air at the fredrickson winery this summer sip a glass of sangria
and fall in love with the characters all over again savor the 3rd fredrickson winery
novel continues the saga of the fredricksons and parkers as they run a small california
winery and find love and mystery in the napa valley savor celebrates the joy of romance
laughter and family cheers

Crushed

2011

a fredrickson winery novel page 1 of cover

The Complete Fredrickson Winery Series

2015-02-07

this includes all three of the fredrickson winery novels entangled crushed and savor if
you re looking for mystery romance and great wine you ve come to the right place head
to the warm napa valley the folks at the fredrickson winery are waiting for you
entangled a minneapolis attorney inherits a small california winery reawakening memories
that have lain dormant for twenty years secrets lie buried beneath fredrickson winery s
innocent facade and billie intends to get to the root but disturbing the past lays bare
the skeletons of others including her mother s can she live with the consequences of full
disclosure or will she run home where everyone is minnesota nice crushed newly hired as
chief winemaker margaret parker s past collides headlong with the present when her son s
deadbeat dad returns from italy demanding custody just when she thinks she s falling for
the new guy in town then her father is unexpectedly released from prison and starts a
little trouble of his own all during the busiest time of the year harvest with murder in
the mix it s definitely going to be a red wine this year savor newly married billie and
handel find themselves knee deep in another mystery defending a wealthy san francisco
businessman against capital murder charges handel soon discovers that media attention
brings more than fame and fortune when billie s life is threatened he believes it s connected
to the case and he ll do whatever it takes to keep her safe
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Wine Fiction: A Bibliography - 4th Edition

2023-01-24

wine fiction a bibliography 4th edition will appeal to you who like to read fiction books
with a wine winery or vineyard theme this 98 page book lists 2500 ebooks in 13
categories including mystery novel romance story fantasy horror to name six of the
generas these may be new old or hard to find books new to this edition is a list of movies
based on a wine fiction book click on a category in the table of contents to move to
your genera of choice happy reading

Select Wine Bibliographies - 2nd Edition

2021-07-12

select wine bibliographies includes published works from the 1600s through 2023 all
listings are works published in the english language each book includes an isbn when
available the format hardcover softcover digital or manuscript as well as any notes
that may list subsequent editions or other pertinent information thirteen major subjects
are included with over 2300 listings the goal is to first list first editions in hardcover
when possible otherwise if later editions are more relevant they become the primary
source many of these works may have been published in additional formats thirteen major
subjects are included with over 2300 listings

Potluck Fiction (A Collection of Short Stories)

2023-09-20

much like a church potluck you will find a variety of story flavors here suspense
historical romance literary young adult and inspirational for dessert lovers i ve added
plenty of sweet humorous selections to satisfy your funny bone you can read one a day
like a special treat or binge read them all in one sitting no matter the genre an
entertaining story is refreshing for the mind and comfort food for the soul i trust these
feel good stories sprinkled with hope love humor and family ties will be an enjoyable
escape from your daily grind hiding in the classics a snapshot of generational book
lovers irish luck minnesota 1889 a young girl and her mother lost in a snowstorm find
sanctuary in the cabin of a kindly widow guppies in the ocean a humorous tale of best
friends trying to make it in the big city kansas winds rob richards goes home to say
goodbye to his dying father and finds that even though he s moved on from the family farm
the family has not moved on from him the shot heard round the block nosy neighbors and
an albino squirrel with a death wish the curtain a man s wife lies in a coma while he
ponders life love and other mysteries with the woman behind the curtain in the next bed
buffalo gal a photographer lost in the north dakota badlands the world according to
abby middle school angst and fitting in in the potter s hands mother daughter issues and
letting go life in the slow lane farm life and a close knit family tugs on the heartstrings
blending mercury a glimpse into genius expectation of life a woman fleeing an abusive
marriage finds kindness and hope queen for a day south dakota state fair s pig contest
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has never been so grand the cost of survival 1950s oregon a young orphan living with
his grandparents deals with death and confusion by running away normal as a loon an
activist neighbor only jesus could love an american family a soldier s family deals with
life after his suicide love at the insta lube a young woman s obsessive crush twisted
hearts mothers and sons widow s bite returning to the scene of the crime writer s block
young woman answers ad for mail order bride and sets off for deadwood south dakota

No Safe Place

2020-12-01

an acclaimed mystery writer finds her words brought frighteningly to life after her
fianc� is violently murdered walking home from the gym one night celebrated author l e
stanfield flees the crime ridden city of minneapolis to settle in the comparative safety of
smalltown rural wisconsin dealing with agoraphobia and a crisis of faith related to her
grief she lives in a gated computerized smart home where she feels safe from the outside
world locked inside by debilitating fear and anger at god isolated and alone when her new
york editor is killed in a traffic accident the publisher quickly assigns a new editor to
help meet the deadline on her novel carson scott is handsome smart and easy to work
with and she quickly connects with him online but is there more to his story than meets
the eye living under her real name and never leaving the house no one in town could
possibly connect liya sharapova to her non de plume but someone has hacked her security
system and is busy turning her safe place into a living nightmare by using scenes from her
own work in progress a psychological christian thriller with page turning tension in
every chapter right up to the surprising twist that you won t see coming fans of terri
blackstock robert whitlow christy barrett sibella giorello brandilyn collins creston
mapes and sara davison will love this thriller from bestselling author barbara ellen
brink

A Man Can Die But Once

2018-12-20

well apparel d april on the heel of limping winter treads william shakespeare blake and
shelby gunner are confronted with two unlawful killings in this fifth installment of the
double barrel mysteries it is spring in port scuttlebutt the icy banks of lake superior are
thawing the forest is budding with new growth and shelby is overdue to give birth to
their first child knowing they need the work detective jackson throws double barrel
investigations the bone of a new case an elderly couple s guard dog is shot on their own
land and the owners want someone to pay blake suspects a near sighted poacher but
after an ongoing feud comes to light between the couple and nearby neighbors he realizes a
whole lot more is going on farley jones the self appointed mayor of port scuttlebutt
has made an ever expanding enemy base so it s not surprising there are suspects aplenty
when he turns up dead in a celebrity s fishing cabin getting justice for the most hated man
in town won t be easy or comfortable for blake and shelby especially when they have to
treat everyone like potential murderers even their own friends and family
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Christmas in Port Scuttlebutt

2018-10-28

at the grand opening of the port playhouse shelby gunner directs her first christmas play
to a packed house spirits are high after the show and amid the hubbub and excitement
someone leaves a baby outside her dressing room door the same night a young woman and
her newborn are discovered missing as snow piles up and the temperature drops time is of
the essence to bring them safely home a suicidal man found unconscious near lake superior
may be the last person to have seen them ironically he can t help because he made a wish
that he had never been born

Trial By Fire

2015-04-15

faith is often tested by fire after his criminal trial is set to convene ace anderson
manages a daring escape from federal custody keeping one step ahead of fbi agent samson
sinclair he plots vengeance on the two women who put him behind bars two very different
women connected by the plans of one very evil man ivy sinclair finally comfortable in her
new marriage and confident her children are healing from the psychological wounds of the
past finds herself once again running and hiding from a man who wants her dead she longs
to be as strong and fearless as her friend will this new trial serve to toughen her up or
bring her to her knees where god can show her his strength alone is sufficient brenna
blackman recently engaged and juggling a ready made family while running an open door
art studio for homeless teenagers is suddenly bombarded by circumstances out of her
control a private investigator is caught snooping around her life and an enemy from her
past is suddenly threatening to destroy everything and everyone she now loves will the
old raven rear her head in retribution or will god use this trial to strengthen her trust in
him

Roadkill

2016-05-09

blake and shelby gunner think they re living the perfect life he s a hotshot homicide
detective and she is doing what she loves best small theatre acting but after an arrest
goes badly and blake is shot and injured they decide to leave the crime ridden city for the
quiet quirky little hamlet where he grew up nestled along lake superior in the upper
peninsula of michigan port scuttlebutt isn t as calm and serene as they anticipated below
an innocent mayberry surface are secrets as dangerous as the great lake s rip currents
staying at the drunken sailor bed and breakfast they learn that the proprietor s wife
was killed in an unsolved hit and run and there s more to this mystery than meets the eye
the mayor the librarian a homeless man and a rich old woman all have legitimate motives
for murder can the gunners figure it out before the killer s next victim is lying dead in the
road editorial reviews roadkill by barbara e brink has it all it is an on the cozy side
mystery fast paced suspense and laugh out loud humor her characters are strong easy
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to like or not and i found myself easily stepping into the world of port scuttlebutt mi
blake and shelby gunner are in the middle of a life changing decision when murder and mayhem
threaten to derail their dreams blake a former cop is drawn into an old mystery fraught
with personal danger shelby loves her man and isn t about to let him go solving mysteries
and murders by himself and decides she s the perfect woman for the job author barbara e
brink s talents shine most brightly in this first book of the double barrel mysteries series
joy dekok author of between the lies

Reckoning

2017-11-19

the bishop is growing his vampire followers by leaps and bounds feeding on the naturally
rebellious teenage population jael tries to keep one step ahead of the undead and their
schemes while maintaining a semi normal life but living amish while still being considered an
outsider is beginning to wear on her with old friends in town for the summer and a
boyfriend as loyal as captain america jael is never short of help slaying vamps and
having people around that you love can be a dangerous combination jael has some hard
decisions to make and she s afraid not everyone will be on board will she fulfill her
destiny or fall into the bishop s trap

Much Ado About Murder

2012-10-01

blake and shelby gunner s plans to renovate the old boathouse go awry when murder
comes calling autumn in port scuttlebutt usually means a stormy lake superior crisp
temperatures vibrant fall colors and an invasion of deer hunters this year there s also a
shallow grave someone killed pete dugan s ex wife and planted her under his woodpile the
police consider him the obvious suspect but the gunner s have other ideas what does the
death of a pet squirrel the sighting of a mysterious car a break in at the bed breakfast
and the reappearance of three ex cons into the community have to do with the murder of a
middle aged legal assistant no detective worth a grain of salt believes in coincidence so
when things start piling up that seem too quirky to be happenstance blake and shelby
have to decipher the clues and come up with the truth before a killer gets away with
murder

Shunned

2016-01-10

jael leaves nevada and her close friends brianna and shadow behind she travels to the
loon lake amish community in minnesota where she moves in with grandparents she s never
met and learns to live the plain and simple life at least as plain and simple as she can
handle she may learn to milk a goat but she is definitely not giving up her cell phone or
crossbow while finishing out the school year at loon lake public high school she meets
the guy of her dreams someone to keep her company when she s out staking vampires at
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night her true purpose is to destroy the bishop the oldest and most powerful vampire of
all but first she must find out just what his diabolical plans are for the teenagers of the
community and put a stop to him and his undead followers before it s too late

Midsummer Madness

2008-04

they say lake superior never gives up her dead they also say you can t keep a good man
down sometimes spur of the moment murders don t go as planned when blake and shelby
gunner are hired to find a stolen fishing boat they never expect it will turn into a murder
investigation but after jack s dog arthur discovers a stranger s body in the water not
far from the bed breakfast the gunners are pulled in to solve the case discovering the man
s identity and why he was in town leads to a murky past with connections to a number of
upstanding port scuttlebutt citizens can blake and shelby stop a killer before someone
else is pulled beneath the waves of madness

Chosen

2001-03

jael is just an average teenage girl with over protective parents an unrequited crush on
the hottest guy at school and a best friend she shares everything with until her parents
let her in on the secret they ve kept for nearly sixteen years jael is the chosen one born to
be a vampire slayer her destiny was written in the book of the shunned she s been chosen by
god to set the minnesota loon lake amish community free from the grip of the bishop an
ancient and powerful bloodsucker who has been using the amish people for his own
personal jamba juice will she leave her friends and all she knows and follow her destiny
to minnesota willingly or will the bishop bring her destiny to sunburn nevada chosen has
been optioned i ve optioned the film rights for the amish bloodsuckers trilogy to
screenwriter lee tidball who will be adapting its first book chosen into a screenplay
that he and his hollywood representative will market to production companies and
studios lee s scripts have been optioned three times now by various hollywood entities
and his work has also garnered numerous recognitions in major international
screenwriting competitions he was drawn to the amish bloodsuckers trilogy because of
its dynamic ya characters and fresh highly unique take on the ever popular vampire tale
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